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Although he stays obscured way off in 
Room 203, Mr. DePaoli lives throughout 
the school - in the yard in the front of the 
school, on the wall in the main entrance 
and in Room 203 itself. E.D.H.S . is noted 
for the mural exemplifying student life and 
the fountain, the students' centennial 
project - both results of Mr. De Paoli's 
genius. His enthusiasm and his personal, 
individual approach to teaching, though 
are the attributes which attracts the stu-
dents and earns respect. Because of his 
dedication to our school, we make our 
dedication to him. 
PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE 
"There are two freedoms, the false where one is free 
to do what he I ikes, and the true where he is free to 
do what he ought." 
- Charles Kingsley 
Many people in our society understand freedom as the false freedom where one is 
free to do as he I ikes. This concept of freedom has no regard for the rights of others 
or for any moral values or social customs which the human race has established. Men 
who put no restraint on the gratification of their desires hold such an idea of freedom. 
Any man who exercises this kind of freedom for any length of time will eventually 
become a slave to his own passions. 
True freedom must have regard for the rights of others for if our rights infringe 
upon the rights of others then ultimately no one will be free. 
To be free one must be in possession of the truth. Mi 11 ions of people are enslaved 
by ignorance and superstition. Their actions are not free for either they do not know 
what they ought to do or through their superstitions they are afraid to act freely. 
The idea of freedom is most appealing to the teenager who is just beginning to 
assert his independence from parents and authority in genera I. These aspirations for 
freedom are wholesome if exercised with responsibility and with due regard for the 
rights of others. 
Now is the time to learn to use your freedoms wisely. To do this you must develop 
the qua I ities of restraint, truth, and respect for others. 







Since this is my last opportunity to write a comment for an Argus, I shou Id I ike to 
reminisce a bit regarding the general tone of E. D. H. S. as I have seen it over the 
past ten years . 
I have seen Essex as a I ittle, o ld school; I have seen it explode into a big, new 
school . The buildings have changed: the personnel has changed. However, there is 
something which has remained constant - a student spirit that is uniquely Essex D. H. 
S. Visitors notice it; new teachers notice it; new students notice it . In fact, our stu-
dents have earned a respected, province- wide reputation for being gracious and well -
groomed young ladies and gent lemen. In addition, our various accomplishments (e.g. 
music, sports, drama) are becoming more and more widely acknowledged. In other . 
words, there has developed an ever- increasing diversity of highly accomplished act-
ivity. 
Students' lives at Essex are being graciously fulfilled. Isn't that what education 
is al l about? 
L. Foster Hutton. 
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BACK ROW: E. A. Michael (Essex Separate School Board), C. W. Osborne (Gosfield 
North Twp.), E. Knight (Rochester Twp.), W, R. Lefevre (Gosfield North Twp.), 
H. Newman (Essex County), E. Strickland (Essex Public School Board). FRONT ROW: 
L. A. Johnston (Town of Essex), B. Neice (Colchester North Twp.), S. Santo Jr. 
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Mr, D. Dunoon 
Mr. G. Wright 
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Mr. M . Ray 
Mr. R, Meloche 
Mr. G . Armstrong 
Mr . J, Garinger 
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Mr . Wright 
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Mr. Monteith (Head) 
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Miss Robinson 
Miss Bondy 
Mr. Mo lkowsky 
COMMERCIAL 
Miss Bondy, Miss Robinson, Mr, Tuovinen, Mr. Monk, 





Mr. Wilson (Heod) 
Mr. Conlin 






,-... English Department 
LEFT to RIGHT: Miss Keane, Mrs . 
Dayle, Mr. Furlong, Mr. Delaney, 
Mr. Palmer(Dept. Head), Mr. 
Morgon, Mrs. Bondy, Miss Vidler, 
Miss Clary. · 
FRONT: Miss Vidler, Mr. Heenan (Dept. Head), Mrs. 
Warren, BACK: Mr. Hoffman, Miss Ba~thwick, Mr. 
Henderson. 
Office 
LEFT ta RIGHT: Mrs. Scott, Mrs . Cron-
miller, Mrs. Simon, Mrs. Mailloux, Miss 
Pritchard, Mrs. Renaud. 
Emergency WHAT? 
Newton's Third Low 
what ' s that? 
Alright, who took the Right Guard? 
..• to the count of ten-then draw. 
Let's see now, 
lift+ thrust equals .•.• 
Don't forget, folks, for warm, 
tropical breezes, visit Essex. 
Would you believe-
Herb Alpert? 







Doesn1 t like girls 
HAROLD BELLAMY 
"I con' t be bothered" - but he wos 
HARRY BOER 
No quote - he never storted tolking 
MONA BOER 
Too mony quotes - she never stopped tolk-
ing 
ROBERT BONDY 
"Hey who! wos the onswer to •••..•• ?" 
BOB BRYDEN 
So he I ikes dogs 
HARRY BROOKS 
"Just me ond my Corva ir" 
BILL CHAMBERS 
He woke up for English closs - sometimes 
TERRY CRONMILLER 
"Hey, Mr. Chorrette .•..• " 
DAVE ELDRIDGE 
"Anybody got o red herring?" 
WES FLOOD 
"Boy did I enjoy my lunch" 
JEANINE GAGNON 
This one knows how to donce 
\ 
HEIDI HAAS 
An ode to o German urn 
MARY HURLEY 
Truthful, kind, considerote .•....• isn't 
she sickening 
RICK KELLINGTON 






The Host to a Million 
SUSAN HOOVER 




"Liz, would you shut up for a minute' 
SUE LEITCH 
Somebody has to prevent Physics class from 
becoming a bul I session 
JOHN MATHUIS 
Fair-haired and innocent 
NANCY MAEDEL 
Calm, reserved, dignified •.• • just don't 
wake her up 
LARRY MAELBRANCKE 
Only his hairdresser knows for sure 
DON MCINTYRE 
A Goofing we will go 
KIETH MELOCHE 
"So I says to myself, me, I'm good" 
SUE PELCHAT 
Twiggy lashes and her figure? 
MARY ANN ROSAFORTE 
(Does M.A.R . stand for "Mother of the 
American Revolution"?) 
FRANK SEBASTIAN 
Is it true blonds hove more fun? 
LAURAMAE MARTIN 
11 But sir •.••... 11 
JOHN MCWILLIAMS 
Hey, Oscar woke up 
JANET PADBURY 
Belle of the 8 (138) 
ALAN QUEEN 
I wont a Fizzies Party 
MARSHA SADLER 
A port-time ao-qo dancer 
JULIE ANN SEGUIN 
The U. N. hosn' t been the some since 
DEBBIE STOWE BARB THOMPSON 
SHE could blow up o woter fountain "Now cut thot out" 
RICHARD VICARY CHARLES WAMBEKE 
Such vim ond vigour I ' m good you know 
138 
MARJANNE WESTMAAS TOM BAIN 
Her French friend gove up French Musclemon' s Applesouce 
JOHN BUNN ELLA-JO CHEVALIER 
Never soys the some thing once A Pussycot, with o tiger's snorl 
MARG CLARE SCOTT CLARE 
Ange I in disguise Seniority counts 
DIANNE GOODBURN STAN GRIFFIN 
Potty-coke, potty-coke .•.•.. Perfect Prefect 
GENE GEMMELL 




'Well; in my opinion ••..• " 
ROBERT McKEL VIE 
The quiet gentleman who hos to think be-
fore he talks -
BILL McMULLEN 
Great at carrying books 
DOUG MOYES 
Mr. Hutton' s little helper 
SHEILA PRINCE 
Don't you mean princess? 
GWEN REEB 
Look out world, she's out of her she I I 
JACK REEB 
He left Essex for Guelph, look out Guelph 
( 
RON SADLER 
Someday, Ron, someday 
ANDY SIEFKER 
••••• hos this one tie 
BECKY STEVENSON 
"What's wrong with formers?" 
( 
12A BUGS THE ESTABLISHMENT BY: 
MOIRA AXCELL 
Getting her fingers into 
everything 
BOB BROWN 
Coffee-breakin ' in our 
French period 
BRIAN COWAN 




1a lking obout how many 
girls he haas 
KA THY HAZZARD 
Being the Sprinter's girl 
MARG IVANISKO 
Being the best "porker" at 
E.D.H,S, 
STEVE IVANISKO 
Being the Passionate Playboy 
SHEILA KING 
Being Skipper's "Little Red" 
BONNIE BOOSE 
Blowin' and blowin' , ... 






Brown in ' 
JIM GOEGEBEUR 
Being a Hippy to Cow' 
GLENN HOOKER 
Being her Glenny-poo 
RAY KIGAR 
Holding 12A' s attendance 
record ' 
KAREN KIRKMAN 
Being so responsive 
HELEN KNIGHT 
Being the meditating 
Maharishi 
LINDA LUMBY 




Being a Queen 
LUISE vonFLOTOW 
Being the "only" cheer-
leader 
GREG WATSON 
Convincing the teachers 
that everyone else is just 
early 
ROSS BISHOP 
If Ross is just a "Saturday" 
night soldier Mr, Murroy is 
o 11 civvy11 
LINDA DALLIMORE 
For a youngster, her morks 
oren' I half bod 
GLORIA DOAN 
A French mark of 99% isn' I 
enough for "glovis" 
HELEN EYRAUD 
Sanctions the longer "?-
minute" (break between 
classes) personality 
MARY NEICE 
Being so-o-o nice 
SUE REEB 
Being ANOTHER Reeb 
NANCY STEVENSON 
Fokin' everybody out 
128 
AL BENNETT 
Deadly with a basketball, 
piano and a smile 
RON BURROWS 
Chor les' best buddy, 
sac io I ly popular, amiable, 
wel l-l iked and writer of 
captions 
MAUREEN BOYD 
Quiel inspira tion on fu 11 
blast 
CARLENE ESPING 
Whether she I ikes it or not, 
she's stil l "Reenie" to 
Weller 
ANN FERGUSON 
Her real name should be 
Ann Einstein 
BARB FERGUSON 
If you find her with her 




The master of the high-
pitched laugh and half-
brother to Ron 
LINDA HEYRMAN 
The loss of Gloucester's 
eyes mode her sick to her 
sto'l'loch 
JIM HOWE 
Sports on impish smile and 
answers to the name "Juh" 
RON MATLACK 
Basketbol I, badminton, 
swimming and Pot 
EJAY QUEEN 
Hockey is his life and those 
stitches prove it 
SUE SLOTE 
Sue towers above everyone 
in stature, friendship ond 
goodnaturedness 
LINDA TREMBLAY 
Wayne and school occupy 
her time 
MAUREEN WOLTZ 
Her best subject is the hoc-
key game on Friday night 
BOB ZIVANOV 




ly full of the devil 
CONNIE HERMAN 
Smol I in stature, big on 
friend I iness 
LINDA KETTLE 
Hustles up the basketbol I 
court pretty fast for a girl 
NANCY MERRITT 
A quiet smile, personality 
and good marks 
ERIC NAYLOR 
Eric found that done ing con 
be hard on the knees 
DICK SWEET 
Dick is what his name de-
notes 
JANET TUITE 
Loves done ing, spores, 
lunch, weekends, and 
Caesar (her dog} 
ANN WELLER 
Piano in one hand, books in 
the other she survives eosi ly 
PAUL BEAUDETTE 
Thinks "C" from 12C means 
Cassanova 
ANN BURLING 
"I don't know it" - but she 
posses 
ED BURLING 
"I couldn't hear - make 
them speak up" 
MARG COLLINS 
Say that on skates 
BARRY ELFORD 
Barrence loves banging 
Kathy' s locker 
KATHY FAROUGH 
Loves Barrence banging her 
locker 
ROLLANDE FOURNIER 
The girl with the swinging ... 
DAVE GINTER 
Our Fred Astaire 
MARILYN KETTLEWELL 
Not as silent as she appears 
LARRY LAYSON 
"Keep it cool, Joe" 
JIM COLLINS 
Responsible for "UGH" a 
Collins' joke 
CHERYL DAMM 





lndu lge .... in isometrics 
MARG HAAS 
The little old coffee- maker 
ARLENE KOEHLER 
Doc ' s words "What wos the 
question?" 
JEAN LACHINE 
"My quota is fine, thonk-
you 11 
TOM MANAGHAN 






"In the sense that ••.• " 
GLORIA McGUIRE 
Her hobby, collecting bugs 
JOANNE MOORE 
Likes the colour red 
BRIAN MULCASTER 
Do-dut-do-do Charge! 
CAROLI NE RAMSAY 
"Ramjet" in o Foirlone 
JUDY SMITH 
The joy of Mr. Pindero' s 
Moth class 
CAROL VALADE 
Says more with two hands 
than two hundred words 
JUDY WELLWOOD 
Woodywel l wants duelling 
abolished 
MILTON ZIVANOV 
"We ll, oh, you see" 
DOUG CAMPEAU 
The "different" kid from 
Tecumseh 
JIM McLEAN 
Eo-sy I with plenty of e-o-s-e 
PAT MULLIN 
P.M. of Maidstone 
MARIE RENAUD 





Hos o phobia about pink and 
blue telephones 
CLARENCE BENETEAU 
Miss K.'s sidekick 
SCOTT COLENUTT 
Makes Don Juan look like o 
beginner 
TOM FIELD 
MOUTH PI ECE for the Dirty 
Dozen no PHOTO 
AVAILABLE 
MIKE LEPAIN 
He who makes sick jokes 
JUDY MOORE 
Con you imagine J ,M. des-
erting her post os o loyal, 
steadfast librorion? 
PEARL TAYLOR 
Fugitive from the U.S.-Con. 
customs office 
ROB VID AMOUR 
Mr. Cool with plenty of 
class 
SUZANNE BENETEAU 
Bride of the yeor 
GLORIA FLOOD 
"Send me red roses" 
DOROTHY GUN NI NG 
Is it true blondes hove more 
fun? 
LI NOA KENDRICK 





The only girl with o soprano 
stomach 
RICHARD LECUYER 
Con you imagine R.L, riding 
o school bus? 
MARY LOU NEELS 
A blushing wealth of laughter 
ond vitality 
TED PROSSER 
Brownie of the yeor 
BEV ALLEN 
"Thank goodness it's Friday" 
JOY BENOIT 
Stub, the top dancer 
MARLENE FLAMING 
"Hurray for June" 
ANN HOLINWORTH 





"Wi 11 I ever find thot per-
fect boy?" 
PATSY MELOCHE 
Dream girl af 12E 
SUSAN NEWMAN 
The girl with the right 
answers 
NANCY 0' HALLORAN 
"I still think I'm right" 
BARBARA PRICE 




Yes, it is true, blondes do 
have more fun 
CONNIE STOCKWELL 
She's one in o million 
ROSEMARY VERMEULEN 
Short and Sweet ond--
S imple? 
SHERRY MIDDLETON 
The world's tal lest midget 
PEGGY NEURET 
"Yau gotta be k;dding" 
SUSAN PHILIPS 
Sue without Larry? Never! 
ANDREA RENAUD 
"Don't bug me!" 
BETTY ROBINSON 
"Are you kidding?" 
ROSALIND STICKWOOD 
"Hey! It's sock it to me 
time" 
NANCY TYTGAT 
"Did someone mention 
skiing?" 
LINDA UKRAINEC 









Jonothon Winters of 12F? 
TOM DELL 
Alwoys get in the lost word 
GARY FLEWELLING 
Mr. Broke Job 
DAVE KNAPP. 




Ten tousond and tirty twee 
JIM MARENTF.TTE 
Mr . Volleyball 
MIKE Mc NEELY 
11c 11 not o 11k11 , 11 ly not Ley11 , 







Hoppiness is o frott wardrobe 
JOHN HEBERT 
"It ' s coffee time in moth 
closs0 
RAYMOND HICKS 
Just coll me "Shark" 
RAY LEMMING 
The sun never sets on the 
Lemming Empire 
PAUL LOIGNON 
Just col l me " lomb" 
EARL MARENTETTE 
Charles Atlos unchained 
GERALD MILLER 
"Whot wos that again, sir?" 
RICHARD RIVEST 
"My barber died" 
RICK RUSTON 
Liberal times ore good times 
ERNIE SHEPLEY 




A missing hustler? 
RHEAL CAZA 






Playing the horp 
ED GRONDIN 




Not breoking test tubes 
DAVE SHUTTLEWORTH 
12 G CAN YOU IMAGINE •.•..•.. 
GERALD BELLAIRE 
With musc les 
RON BYRNE 
Weoring elevotion shoes 
BRYAN COOK 
In the choir 
PAUL DIEMER 




With skinny legs 
LUC MAILLOUX 
Being serious 












Without o sweotshirt 
RAY WALSH 
Giving up basketball 
DALE WASHBROOK 




"If I didn ' t hove to sleep 




Arguing with Mr. B. 
BOB STEWART 






Quiet •.•.. don't let her 
fool you 
MARG CHAUVIN 
It's just the "little" things 
in her life 
LINDA HOLDEN 
Bubbled 
KA THY McLEAN 
Chotty-Cothy 
MONA ROCK 
"Will anyone take the girl 
with the skinny legs?" 
DARYL RUPERT 
"Wish I hod my leather 
jacket instead of this gown" 
:~~-~ ~OULD 12 J BE LIKE 
GINNA LEE BROWN 
••• didn' t cough in shorthand 
class? 
CATHY DURANSKY 
... didn't ploy bosketboll? 
KATHY HENDERSON 
••• was ever on time? 
PEGGY LANGLOIS 
••. didn't see Ken all week-
end? 
JANE STITT 
• • . didn ' t blush and giggle 
so much? 
BONNIE STOCKWELL 
··.hod on earlier bus? 
KAREN NOBLE 
The mouse that roared 
TIM ROBSON 
No genius in school - but 
great in pool 
DONNA SNIDER 
Wears the SHARPEST clothes 
CLAUDETTE CAZA 
••• didn't talk so fast? 
ANNE CHARLETON 
••,didn't pick fights in 
shorthand c lass? 
PATTY HOLMES 
•• •,didn't to Ike about frog-
time? 
FRANCES MELOCHE 
•• ,didn't go skating on Sun-
day night 
CATHY PRICE 
















Without o sweatshirt 
RAY WALSH 
Giving up basketball 
DALE WASHBROOK 




"If I didn't hove to sleep 




Arguing with Mr. B. 
BOB STEWART 






Quiet ..•.. don't let her 
fool you 
MARG CHAUVIN 
It's just the "little" things 
in her life 






"Will anyone take the girl 
with the skinny legs?" 
DARYL RUPERT 
"Wish I hod my leather 
jacket instead of this gown" 
~~~~ ~OULD 12 J BE LIKE 
G INNA LEE BROWN 
, • • didn't cough in shorthand 
d oss? 
CA THY DURAN SKY 
... didn't ploy basketbal I? 
KATHY HENDERSON 
•.. wos ever on time? 
PEGGY LANGLOIS 
••. didn't see Ken oll week-
end? 
JANE STITT 
. •. didn' I blush ond giggle 
so much? 
BONNIE STOCKWELL 
, • .hod on earlier bus? 
KAREN NOBLE 
The mouse that roared 
TIM ROBSON 
No genius in school - but 
greet in pool 
DONNA SNIDER 
Weers the SHARPEST clothes 
CLAUDETTE CAZA 
••• didn't talk so fast? 
ANNE CHARLETON 
••,didn't pick fight$ in 
shorthand class? 
PATTY HOLMES 
••, ,didn't to Ike about frog-
time? 
FRANCES MELOCHE 
••,didn 't go skating on Sun-
day night 
CATHY PRICE 








Funnier than a waxed floor 
in o polio ward 
CARL CORCORAN 
Proprietor of a midget golf 
course 
LYNDA FORD 
Easter Bunny at Smith's 
DALE GAGNON 
T rector ( I track' er to the 
door and noted the address) 
GREGORY HUTSON 
The car you tore apa rt wi 11 
never run 
DONALD MOORE 
Trouble in Paradise (there's 
no candy left} 
MARY LOUISE REEB 
Head Librarian at E.D . H.S. 
MICHAEL SZEJ BUT 
Marrying o girl named 
11 Potrezbie " 
GERTRUDE TROMBLEY 










Lost her voice, finally 
LINDA LESTER 
Punching holes in doughnuts 
LINDA MAY MOORE 
Selling used casts 
GLORIA SHEPLEY 
Babysitting Clem .. .. ! 
TERRY MclNNIS 




God's gift to the ladies 
DON BRADT 
Umpire in a bake-shop -
col Is up the batter 
WAYNE CRAWFORD 





Girdle saleswomen - getting 
rich an the fat of the land 
MARG KOEHLER 




Guess who's coming to 
dinner? 
ELAINE SHEPLEY 
World ' s Greatest Insect 
Tamer 
MADELAINE BARRETTE 
Leading lady in o horse 
opera 
MARJORIE BONDY 
Two week free course al Vic 
Tonny' s 
PAULINE CAMPEAU 
Silent but deadly 
LINDA GRIEVE 
In the darkroom - not devel-
oping pictures 
JEAN PAUL MARENTETTE 
French Playboy Playboy 
LARRY NEWPORT 
New addition to the three 
stooges 
BONNIE QUICK 




Jim Addison - Boy! I don't know what I'd 
do without Bill Crosby' 
Gloria Cuthbertson - Gloria always says 
too much in class 
George Fairbairn - He's slow! 
Robert Giles - Doc can d isect a chess game 
very well. 
Chris Ha I ford - Loser! 
Marilyn Hannigan - Snoopy! Wait! I'm 
coming with you to Grenoble. 
Clarke Heaton - Want to hear about my 
operation? 
Brenda Heyrman - Smiles and Chuckles 
Karen Howe - "Oh! you bug me ! 
11 
Phi Ii p Howson - The sleeper in English 
Joanne King - The shy Twiggy. 
Bruce Linton - x2 + y2 + Dorothy •••• oops! 
34 
Bonnie MacKenzie - Veronica ' s faithful 
sidekick. 
Sheila Mockett - Mock it to me Sheila. 
Veronica Mogyorody - Her name is always 
mispronounced. 
Mike O'Neil - "What happened!" 
Pam Reeb - Pam, don't you dare close my 
locker. 
Randy Reneaud - The 
II 
Nork". 
Jim Rundle - Really, I'm a nice guy. 
Scott Sadler - Hey, Mr. Banjo-player, 
play a song for us, 
Pat Seguin - The physics scholar of 11A 
Wendy Ukrainec - The Blonde Barrow 
Kathy Vincent - The star actress of 1 lA 
Norbert Wiebe - "If women want to dig 






Dolores Andrew - Future Elizabeth Taylor? 
Nino Apanosiewicz - "Do you think anyone 
w i 11 ever leorn how to spe 11 her nome 
let alone pronounce it?" 
Koren Bruner - A "BIS KET" a basket. 
Randy Burling - "About that hair, see you 
in the Guidance Office, (ogoin)." 
Richard Chauvin - 36- 22- 36 
Meryl Damm - 11 B' s Red Boron. 
Patricio Damm - Spelled with 2 m' s. 
Brenda Delmore - Future Perry Moson. 
Jim Eldridge - Teddy Beor. 
Kim Ferguson - "I'm Kim, not Tim, Mr. 
Ray." 
John Fie Id - Future member of Montreo I 
Conadiens, (water boy) . 
EI izobeth Foster - "Okoy, ready , hit it 
••••• splot ! " 
Jim Frith - Mini-mind. 
Vicki Harold - Driving hozord to fire hydrants. 
Doris Helbich - Everyone listen intensively 
to whot she soys. 
35 
\ 
Sandra Hkks - Traitor to Maidstone Hockey 
teom, (I wonder why?) 
Gary Horn - "Deor Bozo . • •• " 
Vicki Kigar - Lody Godivo 
Brenda Kwoit - Kwoit (ote) a minute will 
yo? 
Anita LeCloir - "But sir, I disagree •11 
Margaret Lefebvre - Ooo so french. 
Jomes Linton - A. J. Foyt of 1 lB. 
Kathy Moc Kenzie - "ROSESu ore red. 
Normo Matlack - "But sir, I'm too young 
to smoke ." 
Anne McKelvie - A true Blue Angel? 
Marilyn Osachuk - A willing, reody servant. 
Wendy Price - Cute ond quiet. 
Darlene Reeb - The original Oscor Meyer. 
Morijke Schepers - Sleeping Beauty of 
Latin c loss, 
Terry Simon - "Heh, wanno heor a ioke?" 
Robert Skidmore - Duh !? 
Nancy Taylor - Specialty: Shave and o 
haircut. 
Peter Van Kempen - Ya-yo-yo-yo-yo! 
!IC 
Patrick Barron - You don1 t have to be crazy 
to know Pat Barron, but is sure helps, 
Basi I Bechard - Constant he is and constant 
will remain. 
Bill Burl ing - Je suis un brun. 
Doug Calhoun - Fut. Occ.--Chief Exec-
utive Officer of the "Gesto Gestapo". 
Angela Diemer - We call her Angee, the 
people's friend. 
Doreen Eyraud - There is no cosmetic for 
beauty like happiness. 
Cathy Gemmel - A merry heart goes all 
day; can you imagine Cathy without 
her colgate smile? 
Ian Gi lmour - "But sir, I disagree," 
Paul Hepburn - Can you imagine Paul with 
a brushcut? 
Peggy Hill - Happiness is Bob Piper. 
Sharon Holden - Can you imagine Sharon 
Holden yelling answers in class? 
Elizabeth Jessop - Can you imagine Eliz-
abeth without an answer in moth c lass? 
June Laroque - Every trait of beauty may 
be traced to some virtue, courage, 
heroism .•• coloured stockings. 
Barb Lauzon - Manager of the "Maidstone 
Green Hornets" • 
Warren Libby - The cutup in the meat 
market. 
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Margaret McAuliffe - Can you imagine 
Modge with a perfect attendance 
record? 
Carolyn McGuire - Chief Designer of 
"Shuts a - go-go". 
Maureen Mullin - One who prefers plots 
and plans to pots and pans. 
Kornelius Neudorf- Will success spoil 
Kornelius? 
Gerald Prosser - I like anything old, old 
times, old paintings, old friends, 
old wine., •.•••. 
Mariette Revenberg - Fut. 0cc .--Lady 
Wrestler. 
Doris St. Louis - She ' s rewriting 'Shakes-
peare's great play and col I ing it 
"Romeo & Doris". 
Susan Santo - Femininity' s child . 
Jean Shuttleworth - Can you imagine our 
"Shuts" without Charlie Brown? 
Rose Spidalieri - The Rose among the thorns, 
and pizzas. 
Theresa Takacs - Can you imagine Teresa 
not having a single argument with 
Sharon for a whole day? 
Barbaro Von Doorn - A wise girl who says 
I ittle. 
Dennis Voakes - Fut. 0cc .--Championship 
Weightlifter. 
!ID 
Larry Breault - The boy who excels in sports 
also has proven to be an actor •• Romeo. 
Ann Bunn - Who thinks LSD is the 4th 
network? 
Harry Flint - Barber's Enemy No. l 
John Fox - Gilettes best friend "The Spoiler". 
Robert Garrett - "And headrests ore standard 
in VW's this year. 
Gory Garrod - "Trivial Dorth--very trivial." 
Ron Henricks - "I think I hove 3 left feet"• 
Dorothy lvonisko - Refers to people who 
h "D b II aggravate er as um yo- yos. 
Ron Kel lington - The man with all the 
answers. 
Gail Kettlewell - "Silence is Golden" 
Cro ig Lefevre - His greatest pleasure is to 
see Montreal wipe out the Maple 
Leafs. 
Janet McWilliam - "Hey Janet, what's 
new in the office •11 
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Bill Mitchell - "You got me!! 11 
Bi 11 Namespetra - 11 Guess what you guys, 
Bible-class this morning". 
Randy Pearson - Cassanova of 11 D 
Mike Piskun - Was last seen heading back 
for his cave---Grr ! 
Brenda Plant - "Corky'' 
Ed Reeb - "Only his hairdresser knows for 
sure ••• Or does he?" 
Mary Lou Reilly - "No way!" 
Dianne Rivers - Finds life more interesting 
if you drive on the left side of the 
road. 
Borb Ross - "Gunner" 
Lesley Sedgman - "Guilty of slowing down 
the progress at Essex Post Office. 
Kathy Shepley - Make chicken soup; not 
war. 
Pat Shields - Half-back for Green Boy 
Packers. 
Bev Squire - 11 D's friendly garbage collec-
tor. 
John Van Grinsven - "What' s jed got that 
I don't?" 
Christine Wall - "Hello, Wall". 
Ken Watson - Result of brain transplant 
failure 
Wi Ima Westmaas - "Who says I wouldn't 
work in Woolco? 
1/E 
Trudy Bellmore - "Twiggy is my idol" 
Laura Calhoun - "Sou I Power" 
Sandra Cascadden - "Dumbo" 
Linda Counsel I - "Class Genius" 
Marjorie Counsel I - "Sweet, lovable ond Deadly" 
Mary Count - "Charming but frightful" 
Robert Cunningham - A man with a thousand faces" 
Edna Hamlin - "She loves Vlasic Pickles" 
Howard Kneale - "Captain Detroit is his herd" 
Irene Lafleur - "Flower Child" 
Doug Lester - "A second boy wonder" 
Helen Makish - "A 13- point gunky" 
Paul Markham - People call him Super Chief 
but we call him Jimmy Durante. 
Bill Pringle - "Mr. Metrecal, 1921" 
Shirley Reh - A little ray of sunshine, 
Leslie Smith - "Squeak". 
Richard Van Eenoo - Are you experienced? 




Bonny Balkwill - Too Much Talk (Not 
Enough Action) 
Wendy Brooker - So Happy Together (How ' s 
that for going steady.) 
Sheila Buhler - Please love Me Forever 
(a worn out phrase) 
Janet Burden - You got you troubles, I got 
mine! (Don't we all) 
Sally Deehan - Somewhere My Love (They 
have to keep search in'). 
Susan Dutot - Half Heaven, Half Heartache 
(That's life). 
Pa u Ii ne Gagnon - I don' t have a wooden 
heart (But I got a wooden leg). 
Viki Hickmott - Everybody Loves Somebody 
Sometime! (Her time has come.) 
Linda Jackson - Just Dropped In •• (He 
left her condition on cloud 9). 
Patty Lorge - Leader of the Pack (Born 
Losers choice}. 
Rosemary Lawton - Crying in the Chapel 
(Don't get the pews wet}. 
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Colleen McKenzie - Hold me, Thrill me, 
Kiss me (That was a good movie ! ) 
Brenda Meloche - What' s become of a broken 
heart! (Dr. Bernard's invention}. 
Judy O'Neil - Respect (Got to, Got to .. ) 
Linda 0' Neil - Young and in Love (How 
old do you hove to be?) 
Sheila Quinlan - Quin the Eskimo (Desti-
nation--North Pole). 
Patty Shepley - Kind of a Hush ( Pardon 
Potty?) 
Drinda Smith - Brown-eyed girl (Devil or 
Angel?) 
Beth Tuite - What in the world's come 
over you? (What in the world 
hasn't}. 
Faye Vetor - I can see for miles (Only Dr. 
Go lden knows for sure.) 
Barbara Wharf - Wish in' and Hopin' (That 
won't get you into his heart. 
11G 
CAN YOU IMAGINE •••• ? 
A I Ian Ashton - Being friends with Mr. 
Delani. 
Fred Baker - Not cracking funnies in 
History. 
Tom Bondy - Not knowing onyth ing about 
hockey. 
Ron Croft - Not getting into trouble in 
every class. 
Bob Hartly - Without any candy. 
Mac Jewe I - Not being able to do a head 
spring in gym. 
Norm Kennette - Winning a public speaking 
contest. 
Tom Labadie - Not goofing off with Rick. 
Dale McMurren - Being an electricity 
teacher. 
Gary Morrison - Not be i111g teased. 
Doug Miles - With a blonde brushcut. 
Tom Parent - Not repeating what you just 
said. 
Gary Pillion - Being a driving instructor. 
Doug Reeb - Finally getting his car 
running. 
Rob St. Louis - Being a midget. 
Brad Seguin - Not blush ing. 
Rick Sylvester - Not goofing off with Tom. 
Ed Vanderaa - Writing II good" captions, 




Ken De lourier 











There's always two of him -
Skipper and I ittle Red. 
Mellow but let Melon. 
Someone sow him coming. 
Calm, quiet ond cool . 
"Mr. Little'$ idol". 
"Oil Con Horry". 
Cool Hand Luke . 
Mr. Different. 
If hil Is grow into mountains, 
this guy wil I do a l I right. 
A "chef" he isn't. 
Mr. Bernath hos this one 
fooled, 


















"Sleeping Beauty" (who 
never arose) 
"Sonny" - My life is filled 
with sonsh:ne every doy. 
"Little Joe" . 




"If sorcosm was money, Bob 
would be rich". 
He just hates being coiled 
"Midget". 
Very, very, very, accident 
prone. 
"The Mouth" (he prefers 
Hondo-Ed.) 
With a name like that how 
else? 
If his "heart" was in it, he 
would "run" a mile 
We coll him "Flash" 
Preach to me not. 
A guy who will fake every-
body out in the world • 
"Kindness" was a ll his, until 




Roger Barrette, Mike Butler, Greg DeYreker, Charles Dufour, Wayne 
Forough, Roger Gagnon, Alex Ga 11, Larry Garrod, Don Hart, Pou I 
Lauzon, Don McLenon, Garry Newman, Ken Tennant, Gord Wright. 
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Bill Bellaire - Best slapshot going, better 
known as "Wee Willy". 
Mike Brushett - Six years seniority and 
sti 11 our mascot. 
John Coscadden - Sure Bi 11 • 
Mary Ann Chartier - I I ike short skirts. 
Paul Dunn - "Did you see Parm around". 
Dan Gould - A 'Mogilla Gorilla' and 
always clowning. 
Jean Jones - "Don't mess my hair". 
Deb Kettles - Beautiful hair is what counts. 
Teresa King - Almost the loudest cheer-
leader. 
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Tom McCarthy - "Andy" don't get him 
worked up. 
Maureen McLean - "Glenny, my love. 11 
Kert Mertens - Never without a smile. 
Don Pastorius - "Never utters a cry". 
Sietse Ridder - "No, my barber didn't die". 
Perey Rounding - "Mr. Hoffman wi 11 be a 
part of the floor soon" • 
Shei lo St. Louis - "Donny •• • • !" 
Mary Sweet - I express myself better with 
my hands". 
IOA 
Mary Boos - Knowledge is a treasure, the key to 
it is work. 
Linda Campeau - Good things come in I ittle 
packages 
Pat Charlton - She who plays basketba 11, gets 
bruises on her legs. 
Susan Connolly - Miss Buttertart of 1968. 
Cindy Elford - The Blonde Bomber 
Victoria Hannigan - Behind the Scenes. 
Jane Hyatt - Happy Hippy 
Gay Jobin - How do you start your car? 
Robert Leitch - Dr. Leitch. 
Marie Leroux - Sweet Marie! 
Marilyn Markham - Smile and the world smiles 
with you . 
Robert Matlock - So big and stupid. 
Charles McLean - Robert •••• Jim • . •• CHARLES! 
Pat McLean - Which way does the key go? 
Joanne Miller - Love heals all wounds. 
Wanda Nikita - "Doc" 
Anne Louise Quick - Hop to it, Quick. 
Sherly Raymont - All is fair in love and war. 
Gary Rocheleau - Study Addict. 
John Sadler - "Cough" - alias STINK. 
Martha St. Pierre - If 1 told you once I told you 
37 times. 
Gerald Santo - Santo? Claus? (no no) 
Ron Steels - Sunshine 
Sheila Stowe - Silence is Golden 
Paula Sweet - Sweets to the Sweet 
Paul Tetzloff - 3 strikes and you' re out! 
Katherine Thrasher - Beauty walks among us. 
Lois Waldron - Quiet Riot 
Kathryn Walker - If music be the food of love, 
ploy on. 
John Whitlock - "Sock it to Me . " 
Lynne Wolfe - Little Choir Girl. 
Kelly Woltz - "Got me hong in ' 
11 
Richard Woltz - "Captain Klutz is my hero." 
Mary Margaret Zakow - Pardon ! 
Elizabeth Ann Levy - Crocker, how does your. 
cake rise? 
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Cathy Bel lo ire - "I'm starting to get this moth 
now, I a I most passed that lost test." 
Brenda Be 11 more - "The Bear • 11 
Anita Burling - CAN YOU IMAGINE - Anita 
without bangs? 
Rita Diemer - "If you hear a squeak, it's not 
Rita." 
Cathy Eyroud - Hi, I'm a Brownie . 
Sharon Hermonn - "Hot stuff" . 
Gordon Keirl - Confucious say - if Gord keep 
shaking head ( when answering) it soon fa 11 
off. 
Dan Lopoin - The Swinger of 1 OB. 
Don Moedel - Watch the "Sing- along with Don" 
show. 
Jean Mortin - "Buttons and bows." 
Madeline Mortin - Lady Madeline of the House 
of Usher . 
Mike McConn - Better known as Michael the 
Lover. 
Therese McConn - "The flying nun". 
William McCarthy - 100% class participation. 
So lly McGuire - "Serpent Rouge: actress o f the 
year!" 
Steve Po le near - Better known as the rood runner: 
the only wind resistance is his hair. 
Bill Pettopiece - "Calm, cool and collected." 
Ingrid Puempel - "Actuo I ly, Mr. Furlong ••• • " 
Jacinto Revenberg - "Real nice kid, eh Jim?" 
Mory Jone Rivest - "Reddy Rivest" 
Amelio Spidilieri - "Our quiet little Amy." 
Steve Steinman - Better known as "Shack". 
Mike Tann - "Snorkel" 
Gory Thorton - Future ski- chomp. 
Richard Volenciuk - The "Dude" to his friends. 
Antonio Von Grinsven - The best scalp of the class. 
Viki von Flotow - "Leader of the Pack!" 
Kirk Walstedt - "Goldilocks" 
Brian Weaver - Better known as "Choo- choo 
Charlie" the engineer. 
Tom Weigl - CAN YOU IMAGINE: Tom with a 
haircut? 
Douglas Welch - "Geezer!" 
Steve Wojtalo - The shy drummer boy 
Su Yohn - Always standing at her locker, alone? 
Betty Zack - Old 108 proverb: He who falls off 
choirs, should not always laugh at others ." 
Noreen Zivonov - Queen of moth class 
IOC 
Bonnie Bedford - "Flower Power" • 
Patti Brinacombe - "Is your homework done." 
Susan Cascadden - "The Wrestler". 
Terry Coote - Can you talk, Head?? 
Paul Dalke - What's a Po lock? 
Connie Dufour - "Can I ask you a question?" 
Diann Ferguson - "Wilt" 
Larry Ferguson - Kingsvi I le High School Roh! Roh! 
Jane Hi I lary - Goodbye teenybopper. 
Bob Johnston - Romeo, you Knead the Basics ! 
Craig Knight - Killed any drum heads lately? 
Cris Kotow - "Maidstone forever!" 
Gerry Krabbenbos - Fondly known as "Jed". 
Paulette Laliberte - She's clinging to a dying 
"Leaf". 
Darlene MacKenzie - "Twiggy". 
Sam Malenfant - Ou est Witara? 
Isabel Martin - Thinking about basketball?? 
Betty Lou Mc Naughton - Trouble-maker, 
Evan Mulcaster - "Silent Brain". 
Paul Newman - Hungry again? 
Bev Reeb - Is it true that blondes have more fun? 
Debbie Reeb - But con' t we debate on birth control? 
Connie Rupert - l/2 of what? 
Joy Ryal! - "Flash". 
Colleen Robbins - Skinny legs. 
Kathy Simpson - How's your toe? 
Merv Skidmore - Je n 'o ime pas le fran<;ais! 
Lynn Sovran - Sticking out your tongue is bad 
manners, 
Debbie Stephens - Mother Hen! 
Denn is Sweet - Famous last words: "I don' t agree 
with that". 
Liz Taylor - Where's Richard Burton? Who' s he? 
My horse !! 
Sharon Thistle - Leader of the Browns . 
Heather Weaver - Delaney's dilemma. 
!OD 
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Charles A 11 ison - Monster 
Bill Bachtold - Wilted Stilt 
Wayne Bissonnette - The Siv 
Doug Brown - Fog Horn 
Brian Dresser - Blackjack (sharpest elbows 
on the junior basketball team), 
Dave Ferguson - Fergy Fearless. 
Jeff Francottie - Super Chicken 
Marc Gagnon - Pa of 1 OD 
Paul Garant - Dimples 
Roy Geiger - Caesar. 
Glenn Hill - Buffalo Bill Hill 
Mary Anne Hooker - Teachers Pet. 
Harry Jerome - Hot rod Harry. 
J im Kendrick - Flying burr-head. 
Eric Kirkman - Big J ean. 
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Roger Kniffen - Stitch 
Neil McBeth - Egghead 
Lenny Middleton - Mickey Mouse 
Robin Miller - Ma of lOD 
St-
no PHOT O 
AVAILA.·L· 
Tim Mullins - Tim struggled hard all year 
to say the word but failed - LOVE 
Rudy Neufeld - Tweezer. 
Kathy Newman - Black Orchid. 
Wayne Robson - Tarzan. 
Randy Russe 11 - Does he or doesn I t he? 
Jim Sinasac - The Lodger . 
Bi! I Thomas - Beak. 
Dick Yonder Vecht - The guy with the 
magnetic smile . 
Larry Nicholson - Kangeroo rider. 
!OE 
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Gloria Andrews - "What would you like?" 
Beverley Banfi II - Heard any good jokes 
lately? 
Mary Catherine Bondy - Don't crack your 
knuckles! 
Bonnie Burling - Con' t whistle anymore. 
Bonito Field - Never fear-100' s here, 
Phyllis Hall - Lost her hair. 
Mary Kathryn Hedge - "Love is Blue." 
Joan Holirnworth - Sheepdog (old Shep). 
Sandra Keeley - Reads "In Cold Blood" 
in History. 
Connie Leroux - "I'm sixteen now". 
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Mary Lou McKim - "I smell smoke". 
Patricia Molnar - She's "Gone With the 
Wind". 
Patricia Neal - Thot' s Spooky. 
Sharon Reh - •.. and her little friends. 
Jean Richardson - Little Drummer Girl. 
Sharon Russell -The window draper 
Kathleen Scott - 2+2=7? 
Shirley Tilden - I was only kidding, Sir! 
Jeon Vetor - "She's wrong." 
Donna Wagner - That's dumb. 
Jacqueline Wellwood - Future "Nancy 
Greene." 
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Karen Bat ley - Blue Angel, on wheels. 
Barb Boles - Bashful! 
Barb Boyd - Mini? Ha! Ha! 
Sandra Colenutt - Little ole kitchen maid. 
IE la ine Desmore is - G. P. 1 s woman • 
IE Ii za be th De Waa I - He re today, gone 
tomorrow, a rare Byrd indeed. 
Lynda Doan - Speedy Gonzolas 
Linda Flaming - Pee-wee! 
Denice Galipeau - Beep! Beep! 
Richard Greenaway - Greenie in the night 
Anne Havinga - Only her hairdresser knows 
for sure! 
Helen Holden - Bat Girl 
Jill Houston -Mirror, mirror in my purse. 
Candy Kaake - Penny Candy 
Linda Koehlet - Sunshine 
Chris Lachine - Sock it to me! 49 
Dawn Lumby - Giggles 
Rache I Mai I loux - The former' s daughter . 
Robert Mortin - Hey you with the sexy eyes. 
Mary Jane Matthys - Calendar Girl '68. 
Marion McAtee - Squeeze. 
Pam McPherson - Cat woman. 
Jo-Anne Meloche - Spooky. 
Ken Morley - Loud mouth Lime 
Nancy Mulcaster - Did anybody find a 
garter? 
David Ouellette - Touche turtle. 
Penny Padbury - Just a penny's worth. 
Linda Prince - Calling Prince Charming! 
Pam Shuro - White Fang! 
Robert Thistle - Now I lay me down to sleep. 
Lois Washbrook - Gzorp! 
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Wants to major in basketbal I. Donald McDermott 
Wants to take French in the Bruce McLean 
four-year course. 
Electricity is a shocking sub- Doug Miller 
ject. 
Knows the "Highwayman" Howard Mulder 
backwards. 
Thinks bird-watching is for Wilbur Mulder 
the birds. 
Thinks boys should be able to Don Myles 
wear their hair long . 
Carpentry is a woody subject . Gord Rounding 
Say hi to my Buddy Buddy 
Mr. Murray. Ken Shepley 
Ron says hi to all his teachers. 
Germans are good people. Bob Talbot 
Lord of the Hornets. 
Would like everyone to vote Dean Weatherbie 
for him . 
Science is good for scientists. Neil Weston 
Hi to al I hockey fans. 
Agriculture is a good subject 
says a former. 
Says hi to his Math teacher 
Mr . Armstrong. 
Never lose your head, not 
even for a minute. 
You need your head, your 
brains is in it. 
Is ready to race anyone with 
a car. 
French is good if you ore a 
Frenchman. 
Th inks history class is a good 
place to sleep. 
Thinks moth is an excel lent 
subject . 
Thinks that after schools are 
t oo hard for skipping out. 




























The funny tech , 
Never on Sunday 
Beast 0 ' Bois 
Stan the Draughtsman 
Detention King 
Flower Power, don't just sit there. 
The Rock 
Love 
No auditions today. 
I got a 427 cubic inch. 
The Drinker. 
Teases the Drinker. 
The Mark. 
Borrow without asking. 
Sgt. Don L ypps. 
Moses the Hard , 
The Apprentice. 
The Ladies' Man. 
The Undertaker. 
Math Stick. 













Bruce Armstrong, John Balvert, David Belleau, Wilfred Burke, Omer 
Chouinard, Roger Clarke, Richard Craig, Leslie Demmons, Dave El-
ford, Dwight Farough, Tim Flood, Ed Flood, Doug French, Donny 
Gray, Lorry Hamelin, Fred Hollinworth, Ed Kok, Roger Leclair, Ken 
Lemming , Bob Mathies, Ken Mortimer, Danny Newmon, Tom Nichol, 
Gerry 0' Neil, Bill Rajki, Ken Ryal I, Bernard Wilder . 
*** 
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Marg Aylesworth, Isabel Demers, Pam Foister, Janice Gilmour, Brenda Groves, 
Delores Havinga, Donna Heil, Kathy Jackson, Sharon Kotow, Anne Marie Lefebvre, 
Elaine Maryanovich, Joyce McLean, Lou-Anne Meloche, Wendy Mills, Diane Mont-
gomery, Helga Neufeld, Mary Beth Nikita, Sandy Oulette, Debbie Palenchar, Ruth 
Parr, Hermien Pluimers, Helga Prtli, Cheryl Oueen, Debbie Ranchuk, Lois Reeb, 
Linda Renaud, JoAnn Rounding, LuAnne Rupert, Susan Sykes, Mary Ellen Talbot, 




Nancy Andrews, Robert Babcock, Clare Bondy, Brian Campbell, Reginald Campbell, Michael 
Chevo I ier, Dianne Cowan, Donna Curley, James Gemme 11, Peggy Gerard, Gregory Gowan lock, 
Robert Grondin, Lana Jobin, Walter Leili, Kenneth Leitch, Thomas MacKenzie, Pat Mahon, 
Thomas Mailloux, Jeffery O'Neil, Sylvia 0' Neil, Karen Pettypiece, Suson Plant, Don Rawlins, 
Sherry Reeb, Valerie Reeb, Albert Schepers, Margaret Seguin, Don Snider, Kathleen Smith, Greg 
Steels, Mark Sylvester, Wayne Taggart, Larry Trautman, Derrick Walls, John Apanasiewicz. 
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Muriel Allen, Andrew Boll, Paul Boultinghouse, Rosemary Chouinard, Judy Cooper, Dorrell 
Doneliuk, Kione Dunn, Lindo Dydzok, Ottilie Fekecs, Glen Griffin, Denise Hebert, Lance 
Hepburn, Don Holden, Susan Kellington, Leila Knapp, Norma Knight, Mory- Ann Market, Mary-
lou Market, Barry McDivitt, Agnes-Morie Meloche, Paul Mossop, John Mulder, Judith Nogypal, 
Marilyn 0' Neil, Paul Ouellette, Erwin Pretli, Bonnie Rupert, Kathryn Schultz, Mory Catherine 





Linda Ames, Linda Baillargeon, .Barb Battersby, Tim 
Beaudette, Paulette Bekolay, Lorrie Boose, Janis Bor-
land, Pam Bruner, Kathy Campeau, Linda Cook, Gary 
Corbeil, Pam Dame, Marjorie Damm, Wilma Deraadt, 
Valeri1! Dupuis, Elizabeth Eardley, Jennine Gerard, 
Jo-onne Gray, Kathy Grieve, Sharon Hedge, Mori lyn 
Knight, Elizabeth Lavin, Marg Libby, Shirley Mac-
Donald, Gloria Mclean, Pam Merrit, Susan Moyes, 
Darlene Munro, Elaine 0' Connor, April Phi llips, Irene 
Robert, Cathy Rupert, Becky Sands, Robbin Skinner, 
Cathy Smith, Linda Stitt, Connie Tremblay, Patricia 
White. 
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Diane Bartholomew "You're kidding." 
Linda Mele I Ion Don' t waste time. 
Jo-Anne Brodt A little experience wil I 
Dianne McMurren Swinger of 1968. 
never hurt. June Mellow 
Science is great. 
Marilyn Clement Actually ••.• 
Cynthia Mulcaster The only person who falls 
Cathy Colombe Disguised Genius. 
up stairs. 
Maureen Cooney You never know unitil you 
Cheryl Pace Yeah, but still •..• 
try it. Barb Phillips 
I dare you! 
Bev Ferriss Care for me to demonstrate? 
Janette Price Oh sure, Jo-Anne l 
Olga Gerard But sir, I'm not chewing 
Jo- Anne Price Not too weird I 
gum. Pat Quick 
Conceited. 
Merva Geauvreau Oh No!! 
Elaine Shepley Make LOVE not war l 
Donna Golowaychuk Mind your manners! 
Susan Shepley Hello sister. 
Bev Gullick What a bore. 
Cathy Shields He's fine I 
Susan Holden What??? 
Gaye Simpson I can' t stand 'em. 
Lorraine Howson Sock it to me. 
Rose Mary Sinn What would happen if 
Beverley Iler Not really. 
Rose Mary failed? 
Lynda Lafferty Censored! 
Kathy Van Eenoo Snoopy sniffs airplane glue. 
Lynn Lee Are my nylon tops showing? 
Mary Yan Grinsven Mory, Mory quite contrary. 
Eva Mangoord Litt.le bit of soul. 



















Apple jack Kid. 
Born Loser. 






Granny Grunt , 
Romper Room Sucky. 





Denn is Meloche 





















Brain less One. 
The Business Man. 
Our Man Stace. 
L ightfingers. 









Jack Banfill, Calvin Batten, Gary Belleau, Charles Bellemore, Paul 
Bishop, Tony Bishop, Paul Chauvin, Bob Chortos, Greg Collins, Gil-
bert Demmons, Gerald Eyraud, Blake George, Stan Gevaert, Randy 
Kaufman, Larry Kettle, Norman Knight, Larry Lepain, Tim Lepain, 
Norman Mulder, Ron Mullin, Rondy Neels, Doug Pickle, Bill Pook, 






Tom Allison, Ron Barrette, Marcel Breault, Alan Buhler, Pat 
Cahill, Bill Chauvin, Steve Chevalier, Alan Ferriss, Randy 
Flood, Frank Gignac, Bob Greenwood, Ron Havinga, Harry 
Henke, Gary Heyrman, Larry Kennette, Gary Mele I Ian, 
Howard Mu I caster, Jerry Nee Is, Brian Osbourne, Danny Par-
ker, Richard Pickle, Randy Reaume, Neil Robinson, Henry 






Linda Batten, Ed Campeau, Rose Mary Chapman, A I Ian 
Egeto, Linda Gray, Louise Lariviere, Larry Mulder, 
Gory Ne Ison, Pat 0 1 Connor, John Ridder, Vietor 
Rivoit, Bill Robertson, Hugh Shain, Annette Shepley, 
John Stephens, Wayne Stock we I I, Larry Sutherland, 











Allan Andkilde, Don Baylis, Gerry Bradt , Joe Cacilhas, 
Gord Colombe, Jim Dame, Jean Dorey, Len Jones , 
Shirley Mat lock, Walter McNeilly, Janice Miner, 
Roger Moore, Peter Morand, Mary Parent, Brenda T re-




Essex football team- they' re the kids with uniforms. 
Essex High cheerleaders we try harder. 
Are you sure you're not in the band? 
The Pied Piper of where? 
I 
You' II never walk alone-well • •• 
Sports 
FOOTBALL 
BACK ROW: Daryl Rupert, Bill Shain, Bob Babcock, Brian Cowan, 
Ricky Chauvin, Wayne Ducharme, Ray Lemming, Larry Breault, Paul 
Markham, Andy Siefker, Jim Mahon, Ray Hicks, Tom Markham. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Henderson, Larry Garrod, Don Snider, Wes 
Flood, Steve lvanisko, Ross Barlowe, Greg Watson, Glenn Hooker, 
Bob Bryden, Derek Walls, Bob Cowan, Mr. Queen. FRONT ROW: 
Bill Mitchell, Bill Chauvin, Bob Greenwood, Don McDermott, Robert 
McKelvie, Robin Groves, Gerry Mi Iler, Bob Stacey, Clarence Bene-
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Maedel's Beverages Ltd. 
Authori zed bottler Essex 776- 7364 
SOCCER TEAM 
BACK ROW: Ed Burling, Ted Prosser, Mike 0 1 Neil, Dick Sweet, Bruce Bishop, Tom 
Monaghan, Jim Willey. MIDDLE ROW: Bruce Dalke, Rick 0 1 Neil, Floyd Simpkins, 
Mr . Wochhaus, Frank Sebestyn, Lenny Middleton, Ron Mullin, Garry Chapman. FRONT 
ROW: Paul Bishop, Ron Havinga, Ron Burrows, Pat Mu llin (Captain), Ross Bishop, 
Garry Mills. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Hoffman, Steve Steinman, Dan Le pain, Brian Campbe 11. FRONT 
ROW: Rick 0 1 Neil, Steve Palencar, Len Middleton, Ron Havinga. ABSENT: 
Tim Lepain, Lionel St. Louis. 
JUNIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
Our Junior "A" team once again won the E. C.S.S .A. champion -
ship for the second year in a row with a combined total of 24 points. 
The members of the winning team were Len Middleton (3), Steve Stein -
man (3), Steve Palencar (7), and Brian Campbell (9). At the S.W.O . 
S . S .A. championship our team performed extremely well by finishing 
in fifth place out of a group of fifteen schools which were represented 
in this meet. 
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BACK ROW: Norm Kennette, Jim Addison, Terry Simon, Bob Giles, Phil Tessier. 
FRONT ROW: Ne i I Mc Beth, Bob Greenwood, Mr. Hoffman, Bi 11 Bel la ire, Bob 
Stacey. ABSENT: Mike Tann, Tony Bishop. 
INTERMEDIATE CROSS COUNTRY 
The Intermediate 11 A 11 team also repeated as E .C .S .S .A. champions in 1967 
with a combined total of 18 points. Bill Bellaire (2), Norm Kennette (3), Bob Stacey 
(4), and Mike Tann (9), were the members of the team. At the S.W.O.S.S.A. 
championships held at Point Pelee National Park our team finished in thi rd place out 
of a group of fifteen schools. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Hoffman, Albert Holden, Tom Markham, Brian Mulcaster. 
FRONT ROW: Don Mc Dermott, Mike Piskun, Milton Zivanov. 
SENIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
Our Senior Team finished in second place with a total of 46 
points. These E.C.S.S.A. championships were held at Point Pelee 
National Park. This is the second year in a row that Essex was runner-
up, but there is a rumour about that u championship is forthcoming in 
1968. 
L to R: Len Middleton (junior), Bill Bel laire (intermediate), Mike 
Piskun (senior) . 
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPS 
The third annual E.D.H . S . two mile cross country race was held 
during the last week of October . Under the direction of Mr. Hoffman 
this year's race was again run under ideal weather conditions. 
After the dust had settled, Mike Piskun, Bill Bellaire, and Len 
Middleton were declared champions of their respective divisions whi le 




BACK ROW: Wayne Robson, Bob Johnston, John Whitlock, Ruby Neufeld, Jerry Neels, 
Evan Mulcaster, Phil Billingsly. FRONT ROW: Roy Geiger, Steve Steinman, Mr. Hen-
derson, Don Maedel, Niel McBeth. 
Our Junior Boys' Volleyball Team this year was spectacular, They reached top 
position in the league with hardly a show of resistance - most of the other schools did 
not even dare to set up a team to rival ours. Practices held together with the Senior 
boys were very successful because our juniors learned senior methods. Next year 
with the advent of such experienced players our senior boys should be a I most unbeat-
able. 
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SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: Rondy Pye, Kim Ferguson, Bert Holden, Doug Calhoun, Tom Bain, 
Bruce Linton, Bi 11 Burling, Ejay Oueen. FRONT ROW: Erle Grant, Brian Mu I caster, 
Mr. Henderson, Ron Matlack, David Ginter. 
The senior boys volleyball team foiled to force a playoff by 
losing to Leamington and Amherstburg, but came on for their best game 
of the season by crushing Belle River. Next year with the aid of some 
promising juniors and almost the entire senior squad, Essex hopes to 
bring back the county championship. Much gratitude goes to the coach 
Mr. Henderson and the team on their fine efforts. 
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JUNIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: Lindo Stitt (manager), Kathryn Walker, Anita Burling, Paulette Lali-
berte, Diann Ferguson, Sandra Colenutt, Jean Martin, Madeline Mart in, Susan 
Connol ly, Miss Borthwick (coach). FRONT ROW: Luise vonFlotow, Cathy Eyraud, 
Pat Charlton, Jackie Wellwood (captain), Muriel Allen, Heather Weaver. 
School spirit was very evident in our team this year despite the 
fact that we were not able to win every game. Every game was pre-
ceeded by a week of suspense because we were two uni forms and one 
bloomer short . So for every game there were two of us who cou ldn I t 
play and always one with a red bloomer under a flashing black skirt. 
Playing in the game was a real cha I lenge but practices were even 
more of one· - if anyone pushed, held or slapped the ball, the unlucky 
person would be sent to the side of the gym to do twenty push- ups or 
squat-thrusts - we learned. 
Although we did not win in our league - most of us hope to come 
back next year and do better. 
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SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
BACK ROW: Heidi Haas, Nancy Gignac (manager), Mary Ann Westmaas ( I inesman), 
Barbara Ross, Gwen Reeb, Mrs. Campbell, Linda Newman, Bev Squire, Mary Ann 
Rosaforte, Marilyn Osachuk, Barbara Thompson (scorer). FRONT ROW: Sherry 
Weaver, Jeannine Gagnon, Terry Cronmiller, Mary Lou Neels, Linda Kettle, Mona 
Rock. 
Spirit was not lacking on our senior team although they tried 
unsuccessfully to win their divisiona I championship. It wasn 
I
t al I 
hard work. 
Our coach had to ref a game because the official referees were 
late. The senior game commenced while Mrs. Campbe 11 reffed the 
juniors. Seniors were left without a coach; so Mr. Henderson took 
over the task. Gwen Reeb wuuld often lose her serve because her five 
s-econds did not agree with the refs. Spikes were waiting to conquer, 
but no set-ups came. The ea Ii bre of the jokes on the bus was much 
higher than the col ibre of the players during the game. Ending up in 
third place did not discourage the teams efforts, as they decided that 
next year would be better. 
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JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Derek Walls, Don Maedel, Rick Valenciuk, Bob Bab-
cock, Mr. Hoffman, Evan Mulcaster, Phil Billingsly, Brian Dresser, 
FRONT ROW: Phil Howson, Gary Mills, Lenny Middleton, Neil Mc-
Beth, Pau I Bishop, Fred Wagner, Roy Geiger, Tony Bishop. 
The team this year, despite its poor record, was considered a great 
success by almost al I those involved. Ev,eryone improved tremendously 
and with half the first string returning, we 1 II be looking for a cham-
pionship team next year. 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Gary Garrod, Peter Van Kempen, Don MacIntyre, Mr. 
Murray, Warren Libby, Bill Namespetra, Bruce Bishop. FRONT ROW: 
Basil Bechard, Rudy Neufeld, Robin Groves, Larry Breault, Erle Grant , 
Doug Calhoun. 
SENl OR BASKETBALL 
This is a building year for the Essex Red Raider Senior Basketball 
team. This year's team was made up of young players lacking in ex-
perience but not in incentive. All of this year's team will return next 
year while all of the other teams in the league are losing their first 
string players. There will also be about ten junior players trying next 
year. Thot wi 11 rnake twenty-two players trying to earn twelve uni-
forms. 
Next year appears to be a promising year for the Raiders. The year 
after will be even better. This appears to be the last statistically poor 




BACK ROW: Kathy Smith, Anita Burling, Kathy Walker, Miss Vidler, Marg Lefeb-
vre, Brenda De I more, Pat Charleton. FRONT ROW: Sandy Hicks, Jackie We I I wood, 
Madeline Martin, Marijke Schepers, Jean Martin, Paulette Laliberte, Darlene Reeb. 
The Junior Basketball Team this year had quite a successful season. 
We won six out of nine games and the other three were only lost by 
one point each - against Amherstburg. These three in particular were 
extremely hard fought by both teams and I can remember one game 
where our team was winning throughout, by one or two points and in 
the remaining two minutes we experienced defeat - ago in by one point. 
It was times like these when good sportsmanship was evident because, 
even though there was a great strain on the players, congratu lotions 
were given and everyone knew 11 how to lose". 
Next our junior team wi 11 be losing many of its members to the 
senior team but we hope to have many new girls try out and fill the 
empty spaces. Then I'm sure we w i 11 have as successfu I a season as 
this one - maybe better! 
Miss Vidler, our coach, is to be thanked for the fine work she did 
and also for the entertainment at her home after it was all through. 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Judy Wellwood, Isabel Martin, Laura Martin, Andrea 
Renaud, Marilyn Osachuk, Caroline Ramsay, Jo-Anne Moore. FRONT 
ROW: Linda Kettle, Linda Tremblay, Mary Lou Neels, Connie Stock-
we 11, Mona Roc1k, Terry Cron mi Iler. 
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
The Senior Girls put forth a fine effort during this season. They ended 
up in a three-way tie for first place with Amherstburg and Leamington. 
The girls are to be congratulated on their fine effort even though they 
were edged out by Amherstburg, 
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GYMNASTICS 
BACK ROW: Richard Greenaway, Steve Stein man, Jim Addison, Sam 
Malenfant, Jerry Neels, Randy Russel, Scott Clare, Larry Whittal, 
Ron Havinga, Larry La pain. SECOND ROW: Wendy Mills, Bev Banfi 11, 
Linda Koehler, Pat Molnar, Sue Connolly, Mona Rock, Josie Leroux, 
Wendy Batley, Vicki Harold, Mary Margaret Zakow, Jill Houston, 
Helen Holden, Dolores Havinga. THI RD ROW: Bob Greenwood, Mary 
Lou McKim, Irene Lafleur, Sherry Weaver, Joan Reaume, Mary Chau-
vin, - ---- , Ruth Parr, Lois Washbrook, Kathy Ste inman, Gary Bel-
leau. FRONT ROW: Cathy Scott, Carolyn Knapp, Heather Weaver, 
Cathy Eyraud, Pam Bruner, Mr. Krayacich, Joan Hollinworth, ----- , 









TOP: Luise vonFlotow, Cathy Eyraud, Viki vonFlotow. 
BOTTOM: Brenda Plant , Cathy Bellaire, Cris Kotow. 
CHEERLEADERS 
Lynn Sovron, Vicki Harold 
Maureen 0' Holloran , Sol Mcgu ire 
Gaye J obin , Lano Jobin , Sylvia O ' Neil 
Organizations 
:Jhe Gxecufive o/ StuJenfo Council 
STANDING: Reita Maedel, Anne McKelvie, Jim Col I ins, Claudette 
Caza, Pearl Taylor. SEATED: J. Pastovich, Greg Watson, D. J. 
Bracken. 
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JUNIOR AND SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
BACK ROW: Caroline Ramsay, Mike McNeely, Ron Burrows, Charles Wambeke, 
Pou I Beaudette, Ston Griffin, Warren Libby, Rondy Burling, Scott Clore, Jock Du-
four, Les I ie Sedgeman. SECOND ROW: J. Pastovich, Patty Large, Ann Weiler, 
Mike 0' Neil, Jim Keeley, Glenn Hooker, Ted Prosser, Bob Cunningham, Percy 
Rounding, Randy Pearson, Jane Stitt, Irene Lafleur, D. Bracken. SEATED: Beth 
Foster, Sheila Mockett, Sue Santo, Reita Maedel, Kathy Henderson, Sheila Prince, 
Claudette Caza, Mona Rock, Donna Snider, Andrea Renaud, Sue Phillips. 
BACK ROW: Ted Campeau, Don Holden, Merv Skidmore, Neil Weston, Richard 
Douglas. FRONT ROW: Bob Greenwood, Goldie Banko, Viki von Flotow, Alice 
Tymstra, Vicky Hannigan, Judy Cook. FIRST ROW: Mr. Pastovich, Mary Anne 
Hooker, Denise Galipeau, Jackie Wellwood, Gloria Shepley, Mr. Bracken. 
PREFECTS 
BACK ROW: Rick Ruston, Ray Lemming, Dave Shuttleworth, John 
Mathuis, Ron Sadler, Michael Trepanier, Robert Bondy, Andy Siefker, 
Don MacIntyre, Rick Kellington, Ray Hicks, Dave Knapp, Tom Bain. 
SECOND ROW: Jack Dufour, Doug Moyes, Charles Wambeke, Doug 
Ciphery, Charles Curtis, Keith Meloche, Jack Reeb, Mike McNeely, 
Earl Morentette, Robert McKelvie, Pat Langan, Dave Eldridge, Wes 
Flood, Scott Clare. THI RD ROW: Rick Malott, Richard Lecuyer, Doug 
Campeau, Gero Id Mi Iler, Scott Colenutt, John Hebert, Martin Jer-
ome, Tom Lauzon, Larry Maelbrancke, Bob Bryden, Gene Gemmell, 
Tom Dell, Rick Watson, Larry Brindley, John McWilliam, Mike La-
Pain. FRONT ROW: Harry Brooks, Frank Sebestyn, Clare Beneteau, 
Al lan Oueen, Ted Prosser, Stan Griffin, Jim MacKenzie, Robert 
Fournier, Bi 11 Chambers, John Bunn. 
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CHOIR 
BACK ROW: Ann Weller, Helga Neufeld, Alice Tymstra, Bonnie Bedford, Theresa Takacs, Mari-
lyn Osachuk, Theresa McCann, Anne McKelvie, Nancy Maedel (president), Jane Stitt (secretary), 
Nina Apanasiewicz, Bev Burrows, Nancy Shuttleworth, Diann Ferguson, Lynne Wolfe, Hermein 
Plumiers, Ann Bunn, Cathy Bellaire, Sue Slote, Gary Horn, Jim Frith, Mervyn Skidmore, Brian 
Mulcaster. SECOND ROW: Mary Boos, Helen Eyraud, Barb Thompson, Patricia Quick, Mary 
Ann Hooker, Linda Renaud, Mary Ellen Talbot, Bev Squire, Kathy MacKenzie, Bonnie Field, 
Patricia Neal, Bonnie Boose, Ann Havinga, Shirly Ducharme, Margaret Boos, Jean Richardson, 
Kirk Walstead, Jim Addison, Barry Watson. THIRD ROW: Mariette Revenberg, Carlene Esping, 
Cathy Eyraud, Jane Hillary, Betty Levy, Bonnie Ouick, Donna Wagner, Susan Cascaden, Ann 
Holinworth, Cris Dolores Andrew, Susan Santo, Jacinta Revenberg, Kathy Hazzard, Jeannine 
Gagnon, Dan Lepain, Scott Clare . FRONT ROW: Mr. Masterson (director), Rollande Fournier, 
Suzanne Beneteau, Wendy Ukrainec, Anne Quick, Linda Stitt, Linda Jackson, Murie I Allen, 
Conn ie Dufour, Debbie Stevens, Mary-Lou Reilly, Nancy Gignac, Kathy Newman, Bonnie Frith, 
Mary Beth Niki ta, Clarence Beneteau, Chris Halford, Albert Schepers . ABSENT: Dawn Lumby. 
GLEE CLUB 
The Glee Club took on a look in '68 - this year's group sported glowing crimson vests . 
Wouldn ' t you know it was a female member who received a vibration in her brain in the form of 
a wave: its amplitude peaked at the red vest idea and over o very short period of time every Glee 
Club member had made a vest. 
We performed at Harrow District High School in November and made our annual visit to 
Grace Hospital and Huron Lodge . Most members deem the Christmas tri[P to Windsor the most en-
joyable activity of the club. 
Mr. Masterson is, of course, our number one prodder, director and overhead projector- man 
al l in one amazingly energetic bundle . He hos planned to tape such popular songs as "Ebb Tide", 
"Let There be Peace on Earth" , and "Going Out of my Head" for use in a record . 
Singing is our favourite art and we G lee Club members love displaying our artist ic talents 
for your en tertainment and amusement! 
SENIOR BAND 
GIRLS--BACK ROW: Kathryn Walker, Linda Heyrmann, Maureen Woltz, Karen 
Howe, Mariyke Schepers, Susan Slote, Nancy Taylor 1 Marilyn Hannigan, Ann Weller, 
Brenda Heyrmann, Anne McKelvie. MIDDLE ROW: Wendy Ukrainec, Helen Eyraud, 
Ann Ferguson, Kathy Vincent, Bonnie Mackenzie, Kathryn MacKenzie, Victoria 
Harold, Anita LeClair, Sandra Hicks, Darlene Reeb, Sheila Mockett, Barbara Fer-
guson, Margaret Lefebre, J oanne King. FRONT ROW: Karen Bruner, Norma 
Matlack, Dolores Andrew, Maureen Boyd, Connie Hermann, Mr. Ma lkowski, Brenda 
Kwait, Linda Dai I imore, Gloria Doan, Linda Kettle, Linda Tremblay. 
BOYS--BACK ROW: Kim Ferguson, Robert Zivanov, Richard Valenciuk, Douglas 
Calhoun, Ronald Matlack, Norbert Wiebe, Randy Burling, Ronald Burrows, James 
Rundle, Bruce Linton. MIDDLE ROW: Ross Bishop, Richard Sweet, Robert Skidmore, 
Gary Horn, Peter Van Kempen, Douglas Ciphery, Mr. Malkowski, Al Ian Bennett, 
James Howe, Charles Foster, Terry Simon. FRONT ROW: James Linton, James 
Eldridge, James Frith, Eric Naylor, Ejay Queen, Gerry Smith, Meryl Damm, James 
Addison, Clarke Heaton, Scott Sadler. 
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JUNIOR BAND 
GIRLS--BACK ROW: Mary K. Hedge, Gloria Andrews, Antonia Van Grinsven, 
Emilia Spidaliera, Patricia Molnar, Anita Burling, Wanda Nikita, Mary Margaret 
Zakow, Brenda Bellmore, Lynne Wolf, Victoria Hannigan, Mary Jean Rivest, Susan 
Connolly, Noreen Zivanov, Jean Richardson. MIDDLE ROW: Crystal Kotow, 
Patricia Neal, Shirley Ti Iden, Paulette Laliberte, Made I ine Martin, Mary Catherine 
Bondy, Sandra Keeley, Sharon Russel I, Jacinta Reven berg, Donna Wagner, Sharon 
Reh, Beverly Banfill, Susan Yohn, Jean Martin, Mary Boos, Jacqueline Wellwood, 
Bonita Field, Catherine Eyraud. FRONT ROW: Jean Vetor, Lois Waldron, Mary 
Ann Hooker, Jane Hi I lary, Sharon Hermann, Kathleen Scott, Cindy EI ford, Mr. 
Malkowski, Joan Holinworth, Connie Leroux, Bonnie Burling, Kathryn Newman, 
Mary Lou McKim Martha St. Pierre. 
BOYS--BACK ROW: Donald Maedel, Thomas Weigl, Ronald Steels, Dennis Sweet, 
Mervyn Skidmore, Richard V lenciuk, Evan Mui caster, Craig Knight, Robert Matlack, 
Kelly Woltz, Stephen Wojtala. Ml DDLE ROW: Charles McLean, Paul Tetzlaff, 
Robert Vincent, Paul Newman, Gerald Santo, Robert Johnston, Terry Coote, Samuel 
Malenfant, Douglas Welch, Paul Dalke, Gorden Keirl. FRONT ROW: Gary Thorn-
ton, Michael Mc Cann, John Sadler, Kirk Wal stead, Mr. Malkowski, Dan ie I Lapa in, 




BACK ROW: Mr. Olvet-Jensen, Mr. Janisse, Terry Cronmiller, Nancy Maedel, 
Maryann Westmaas, Mary Neice, Donna Snyder, Karen Kirkman, Helen Knight, 
Barbara Thompson, Mary Ann Rosaforte, Sue Pelchat, Heidi Haas, Elizabeth Laforet, 
Ron Mc Beth. FRONT ROW: Suzanne Beneteau, Linda Ukrainec, Andrea Renaud, 
Jean LaChine, Judy Moore, Judy Smith, Jo-Anne Moore, Susan Hoover, Janet Padbury. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Olvet-Jensen, Barry McDivitt, Barry Watson, Paul Boultinghouse, 
Paul Ouellette, Linda Renaud, Jo-anne Rounding, Elaine Maryanovich, Debbie 
Ronchuk, Paulette Bekolay, Sue Connely, Martha St. Pierre, Diane Montgomery, 
Mary Plomondon, Margaret Boose, Dave Ouellette, Ken Morley, Mr. Janisse. 
FRONT ROW: Joan Holinworth, Sandy Keeley, Phylis Hall, Pat Molnar, Kathy 
Zivanov, Cindy Elford, Cheryl Leithead, Amy Sweetman. 
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PREFECTS 
BACK ROW: Donna Snider, Connie Stockwell, Mary Lou Neels, Mary-
ann Westmaas, Gwen Reeb, Marsha Sadler, Nancy Maedel, Jane 
Stitt, Judy Moore, Nancy Tytgat, Linda Kendrick. SECOND ROW: 
Cathy Price, Kathy Duransky, Marg Clare, Nancy Merritt, Debbie 
Stowe, Mona Boer, Betty Lou Robinson, Becky Stevenson, Janet Tuite, 
Linda Heyrman, Terry Cronmiller, Elizabeth Laforet, Claudette Caza. 
THIRD ROW: Mary-Ann Rosaforte, Sandra Balind, Reita Maedel, Barb 
Thompson, Bonnie Stockwe 11, Mary Hurley, Jui ie Ann Sequin, Pearl 
Taylor, Nancy O' Halloran, Barb Price. FOURTH ROW: Lindo New-
man, Susan Hoover, Janet Padbury, Sheila King, Frances Meloche, 
Peggy langlois, Sue Leitch, Ginna Brown, Kathy Hedge, Moira 
Axce 11, Heidi Haas, Sherry Middleton, FRONT ROW: Bev Allen, 
Ann Hollinworth, Ella-jo Chevalier, Suzanne Beneteau, Marg Chau-
vin, Sheila Prince, Kathy Henderson, Peggy Neuert, Marlene Flem-
ing, Laura Martin. 
*** 
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BACK ROW: Betty Lou McNaughton, Judy 0' Neil, Sharon Thistle, Dianne Ferguson, 
Bonny Balkwi 11, Bonnie Boose, Maureen Boyd. FRONT ROW: Barb Ferguson, Ann Ferguson, 
Kathy Hazzard, Linda Dallimore, Judy Cooper. 
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ART CLUB 
BACK ROW: Harry Jerome, Gustav Zavoros, Mac Jewe I, Jerry Prosser, Doug Calhoun, 
Warren Libby, Jonet Tuite, Eileen Guttridge, Mame Flood, Judy Smith, Cathy Rupert, 
Tilly Fekecs, Brenda Groves. FRONT ROW: Linda Prince, Nancy Tygat, Darlene Wagner, 
Mari lyn Kettelwell, Caroline Ramsay, Marjorie Counsel!, Kathy Gemmel, Elizabeth Jessop, 
Barb Van Doorn, Connie Rupert, Judy Cooper, Viki von Flotow, Connie Dufour, Ann Lefevre, 
Donna Hei I. 
This year's Art Club was a very creative organization working under Mr. 
De Pool i I s capable leadership. Every Thursday potentia I artists gathered to paint, 
draw, sculpture and do poster work. The success of this interesting organization is 
shown by the versatile exhibits of finished work, outside the art room, and also in 
many posters put up throughout the school. Even now several large pro jects are under 
way, which wi ll beautify our school. 
Every member of our club has profited by working under Mr, DePaoli's excellent 
leadership and we al I hope to return for an even better term next year. 
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FRENCH CLUB 
BACK ROW: Martha St. Pierre, Mary Margaret Zakow, Brenda De I more, Terry 
Simon, Ron McBeth, Denis Voakes, Sam Malenfant, Viki vonflotow, Vicky Hanni -
gan, Judy Smith, Cindy EI ford. CENTER ROW: Anita LeClair, Terry Cronmil ler, 
Paulette Laliberte, Sally McGuire, Maryann Westmaas, Sue Connol ly, Mr. Charrette, 
Jeannine Gagnon-President, Suzanne Pelchat, Marg Lefebvre, Mary Boos. FRONT 
ROW: Mary Ann Rosaforte, Marilyn Osachuk, Heidi Haas, Barbara Thompson, Eli-
zabeth Foster, Cathy Be I la ire, Shirley Ti Iden, Lois Waldron, Theresa Mc Cann. 
"Le C~rcle Fran<sais, 11 qui est en existence depuis deux ans, a 
ete commence par Monsieur Chc,rret te. Au commencement de I' an nee, 
que lques-uns des membres sont a lies b Leamington pour participer au 
programme "Franco Disque" . Apr~s ceci, les jeunes membres ont pre-
sente " La legende du Saint-Laurent" . Les auditeurs, qui etaient les 
el~ves de fran<sais, ont ete amuses par cette petite divertissement . 
Tous les el~ves ont montre leur enthousiasme par leurs applaudissements. 
Les membres, les plus ages, ont presente des sc~nes de "Le Bour-
geois Gentilhomme" , la pi~ce que quelques-uns etudiaient dons la 
treizi~me annee . Demandez b seulement un des part icipants dons ces 
activites et vous saurez que c' etait vraiment une annee pleine de II la 




BACK ROW: Roy Gieger, Mary Ann Westmaas, Ray Walsh, John Whitlock, Stanley 
Griffen, Nancy Maedel, Bert Holden. CENTRE ROW: John Bunn, Suzanne Pelchat, 
Becky Stevenson, Sheila Prince, Jeannine Gagnon, Mary Ann Rosaforte, FRONT 
ROW: Heidi Haas, Carolyn Knapp, Terry Cronmiller, Mr. Palmer, Connie Dufour, 
Debbie Stevens, Barbara Thompson. 
In its second year, the Flik-Frat became a separate club in the school, and 
had great success. Its members were senior students from the three branches, who 
handled the planning and booking of films, advertising and sales, and production. 
Therefore, under Mr. Palmer's guidance, the members were able to conduct the 
monthly movies almost as a regular theatre would. 
The turnout et the movies was very good, due to the combination of "Nothing 
to do in Essex on Wednesday nights, 11 and first-rate films such as "The Ten Command-
ments", "Tall Story", and "lilies of the Field" , Unfortunately, few students realize 
that in the long run it is cheaper to buy a two-dollar season ' s ticket. But even at 
the individual price per movie, the price is much more reasonable than regular -
theatres. 
We hope that next year there wi 11 be a new group of imag inative and energetic 
students to take the place of the graduating students who are members . It is an ex-
tremely rewarding club from two standpoints: people seldom go away dissatisfied 
from a FI ik- Frat presentation, and membership ensures a free season's pass. And we 
believe that Flik-Frat is one of the clubs that does a lot for the student body. 
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CHESS CLUB 
BACK ROW: Jim Kendrick, Ron Hedge, Tim Mullins, Robert Giles, Frank Sebastian, Judy 
Moore, Jo-anne Moore, Debbie Ranchuk, Paul Garant, Mr. Wright. FRONT ROW: John 




BACK ROW: Barbara Lauzon, Wendy Elford, Richard Ukrainec, Jim Addison, Al lan 
Bennett, Robert Johnston, A lbert Schepers, Ron Matlack, Craig Knight, Paul Beau-
dette, Roy Geiger, Eric Naylor , Neil McBeth, Richard Greenaway, Murray Scott, 
Randy Renaud, Wendy Ukra inec, Brenda Plant. MIDDLE ROW: James McKenzie, 
Joan Hol in worth, Susan Plant, Jane Hi I lary, Mary Ann Hooker, Mary Ann Rosa forte, 
Helen Knight, Mona Rock, Judy Moore, Luise vonf lotow, Bonnie Bedford (secretary), 
Mr. D. Wilson (business manager), Mr. R. Morgan (director), Noncy Tytgat, Karen 
Kirkman, Gloria Flood, Marg Collins, Gloria McGuire, Lynne Wolfe, Jo- Anne Moore, 
Sheila Mockett (president), Kathy Vincent, Marg Clare. FRONT ROW: Dorothy lvanisko, 
Ella-jo Chevalier, Jane Tetzlaff, Mary Margaret Zakow, Diann Rivers, Anne McKelvie 
(v ice-president), Brenda Delmore, Katherine Walker, Linda Lumby, Pearl Taylor, 
Susan Reeb, Nina Apanasiewicz, Jackie We I I wood (Treasurer), Susan Conne I ly, 
. G loria Andrews, Beth Foster, Carolyn Knapp, Dolores Andrew. 
Although one would never think a girl would be allowed on the football team 
at E.D .H.S., (according to school regulations, not the team !) that is exactly what 
happened on the evenings of the 7th, 8th and 9th of December. On those nights the 
school's Drama Club staged the three- act play "Time out for Ginger", produced by 
Mr. Wilson. 
The cast of ten and their capable director, Mr. Morgan, spent many hours of 
learning and hard practising and were well rewarded by a full house and a good res-
ponse. 
Of course this could not have resulted if the stage crew, lighting, advertising, 
make up, and management would have been excluded. 
The enthusiasm of the club will not stop here for it intends to present another 
spectacular in the spring . 
YEARBOOK STAFF 
BACK ROW: Dorothy lvanisko, Caroline Ramsay, Brenda Delmore, Viki von Flotow, 
Robert Fournier, Ed Rivest, Mr. Tuovinen, Bill Mitchel, Dianne Rivers, Joy Benoit, 
Rollande Fournier. FRONT ROW: Barb Price, Judy Moore, Lipda Lumby (editor), 
John Bunn, Luise von Flotow (editor), Sherry Middleton, Marg lvanisko. 
The only editorial this year is an apology to the students. 
Due to the complete lack of co-operation from the Argus staff 
and the resignation of the editor, early in the year, it took the 
three or four members left until almost July to complete the 
copy, Next year your books wi 11 be on time because a compe-
tent editor and staff have already been chosen. 
102 
HONOUR CLUB 
9A Christine Christiansen 108 William Pettypiece 11C Kornelius Neudorf 
Patricia Harris Victoria vonFlotow Warren Libby 
Susan Pope Noreen Zivanov June Larocque 
Jane Tetz la ff Elizabeth Jessop 
Margaret Boos 10C Paul Dalke 
Bert Rutten Larry Ferguson 11D Lesley Sedgman 
Evan Mulcaster Randy Pearson 
98 Bruce Dalke Chrystal Kotow 
William Maden Paulette Laliberte 11F Drinda Smith 
Floyd Simpkins Sam Malenfant 
Bruce Taylor Sharon Thistle 11G Allan Ashton 
Bruce Thomas 
100 Kathryn Newman 12A Karen Kirkman 
9C Susan Sykes Roy Geiger Helen Knight 
Elizabeth Vagi William Thomas Susan Reeb 
Sharon Kotow Bonnie Boose 
Ruth Parr 10E Bonnie Field 
Pat Molnar 12C Brian Mulcaster 
90 Margaret Seguin Kathleen Scott 
Jacqueline Wellwood 12D Tom Field 
9E Diane Dunn 
·10H Richard Bissonnette 
Mary Lou Neels 
Glen Griffin Michael Lapain 
Marilyn O'Neil Don Durocher Pearl Taylor 
Erwin Pretli Neil Weston 
Catherine Steinman 12E Gloria Flood 
10J Gary Mills Ann Holinworth 
9F Linda Baillargeon Phillip Barnett Andrea Renaud 
Pamela Dame Donald Lypps 
April Phillips 12F Doug Ciphery 
10K Wilfred Burke Mike McNeely 
9G Rose Mary Sinn 
10L 
Gerald Miller 
Kathleen Goill David Shuttleworth 
9H Wayne Griffin Bonnie Quick 
12G Gerald Smith 
9J Stanley Gevaert 10M John Echlin Raymond Walsh 
Larry Kettle Dale Gagnon 
William Pook 12H Marg Chauvin 
Daniel Sweet 11A Gloria Cuthbertson Kathleen Hedge 
George Fairbairn 
9K Frank Gignac Robert Giles 12J Claudette Caza 
Howard Mulcaster Mary Catherine Duransky 
Randy Reaume 11B Nina Apanasiewicz Peggy Langlois 
Randy Burling 
9M Allan Andkilde Brenda Delmore 13A Wesley Flood 
Elizabeth Foster Jeannine Gagnon 
10A Susan Connolly Kathy MacKenzie Sheila Prince 
Victoria Hannigan Anne McKelvie 
Gary Rocheleau Marilyn Osachuk 13B Heidi Haas 
Martha St. Pierre Marijke Schepers Stan Griffin 
Gerald Santo Peter Van Kempen Elizabeth Laforet 
Ron Steels Nancy Maedel 
Paul Tetzlaff Don Mel ntyre 
John Whitlock Sue Pelchat 
Mary Margaret Zakow 

Advertising 
After High School, what? 
PLENTY! Especially at the Bell, where 
career opportunities for grads are 
varied and interesting. And it's full 
pay while you train. Come on down to 
the Bell Office. We'll gladly tell you 
about opportunities waiting for you 
at the Bell when you 've graduated. 
@ Bell Canada 
Ad.No.49-502R-21h" x4"-ATL V 
This advertisement prepared b)' 
C OCKFI ELD, BROWN & COMPANY LIM ITED 
Regal Gift Shop 
138 Talbot St. N., Essex 
------ - --- China --- ---- ---
Roya I Dou I ton Be 11 eek 
Royal Che lsea Wedgwood 
Royal Albert Aynsley 
776- 8252 Prop. E 11 en Brown 
LI FE FIRE AUTO LIABI LI TY 
BURGLARY BONDS 
Ken J. MacKenzie 
Insurance Agency 
Office - 776-7641 
Phone - 737- 6568 
94 Talbot St. 
P.O . Box 539 
ESSEX, ONT. 
BR OW N ' S 
LU C KY 
DOLLAR 





Gesto Road 776-7 133 
108 
COX, HYATT COMPANY 
Chartered Accountants 
555 Tecumseh Road E . 
Windsor, Ont. 
Tel. 253- 1119 
ESSEX 
FREE PRESS 
JOB PR I N TI NG 
776 - 8541 
Smart Men Sl,op 
At 
Jack Shaw Men's Wear 
Comp! iments of 
Essex Remnant Shop 
"Your Fabric Centre" 


















Lewis Dairy Ltd. 
Fresh Products Daily 
Phone - 733-2577 
Kingsvi I le, Ont. 
Comp I iments of 
C.H. Henze Co. Ltd. 
Windsor , Ontario 
966-1 350 
Machinery Steel & Mi 11 Supplies 
Beaver 
Engineered Fa rm Building 







QUEEN MOTOR SALES 
B. P. Canada Ltd. 












Brown - Barnett 
lnsce. Agency 
Faye Barnett - Wm; (Bill) Brown, C. L. U . 
27 A Talbot St., Essex Phone 776-7861 
Monarch Office Supply 
Everything For The Office, 
School, Cafeteria 
144 Pitt St. W. Windsor 
Phone 969-2::33 
COMPLIMENTS 
For Style and Ouality 
Shop a t 
Dodson and Habkirk 
D. W. JOLLY 
COMPANY LTD. 
6 Ta lbot Street, Essex 
776- 8532 
l 03 Riverside Dr, W. 
ROBERTS 
MEAT MARKET 








3 5 6 
Fresher = Better 
Weston Bakeries Ltd . 
Essex, Ontario 
MILLING 
GEORGE H. FAWLER 
PRODUCTS 
Real Estate Broker 
LIMITED 
76 Ta lbot St. 
Ferti I izers 
Essex, Ont. 
Gra ins 
776- 7725 723-4461 
Earnest Rennie Ltd. 
"Music Headquarters 14 
All Musica l Instruments 
Everything in Music 
Professiona l Instructors 
We Maintain Fully Equipped Service Dept. 
128 Un iversity Ave . W . 256-1 0 18 
CANADA BREAD CO. 
LIM ITED 




A Nice Touch Better 
CARL AND DON 
LECLAIR LTD. 
Trucking Contractors 
Sand- Stone- Grave I 
A 





WITH WHICH IS MERGED EASTERN & CHARTERED TRUST 
EXECUTOR, TRUST AN D INVESTMENT SERVICES, 
SAVINGS, MORTGAGES • GROWING SINCE 1855 
545 Oue llette Aven ue , Windsor 252- 6551 
H. L. Vincent , Manager 
195 Christina North, Samia 337- 3717 
N . J • Lundva 11, Manager 
7 
Drink 'Cool' Milk 
Always 
Gets you in the swing of things 
Anyhow 
It tastes good 






Prop. Henry Thrasher 
Compliments of 
SHOE REPA IR 
G • Krabbenbos 
Shoes, Boots 
Work Clothing 




54 Talbot N. 
Essex 
Helen's Flowers 
Flowers for all occasions 
Say it with Flowers 
--Say it with Flowers 
776-7201 
St RVfC-E / Paperback Books for all Scholars 
• Grade 1 through university 
, I 










No. 3 Highway 
2 Mi East of Cottam 












Meats - Groceries 
Fruits - Vegetables 
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